Information recording medium, apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from information recording medium, method of recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from information recording medium, and computer-readable recording medium storing program for executing the method

An information recording medium includes a lead-in area, a user data area, and a lead-out area, and at least one of the lead-in area or the lead-out area includes a compatibility information area in which compatibility information, specifying whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, is recorded. The compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether the user data area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the lead-in/lead-out area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the compatibility information area is recordable and/or reproducible, or state information on whether a defect management area (DMA) is recordable and/or reproducible. Here, the DMA stores information of defects that have occurred in the user data area. Accordingly, an existing drive or apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium can smoothly record and/or reproduce data on an information recording medium that is of a higher version than the existing drive or apparatus.
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The present invention relates to an information recording medium, and more particularly, to an information recording medium having new functions and improved performance compared to existing data storage media and still completely compatible with an existing drive or apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium, a method of recording and/or reproducing data on/from an information recording medium, an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on/from an information recording medium, and a computer-readable recording medium, on which a program enabling the method is recorded.

In general, optical data storage media, such as optical discs, are widely used in an optical pickup apparatus which records data on and/or reproduces data from the optical data storage media without physically contacting the optical data storage media. Optical discs are classified into compact discs (CDs) or digital versatile discs (DVDs) according to their storage capacities. Examples of an optical disc on which data can be recorded and from which data can be erased and reproduced include a 650 MB CD-R, a CD-rewritable (RW), a 4.7 GB DVD+R/RW, a DVD-random access memory (RAM), and a DVD-R/RW. Examples of an optical disc from which data can only be reproduced include a 650 MB CD and a 4.7 GB DVD-ROM. Also, the development of high density (HD) DVDs or Blu-ray (BD) discs with a storage capacity of at least 15 GB has been almost accomplished, and the development of super-resolution near-field structure (super RENS) discs or hologram discs with an even higher storage capacity than HD DVDs or BD discs is now under way.

Currently, research has been carried out on the design of recordable DVD standards, which provides newly developed data storage media with perfect compatibility with an existing drive or apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium in terms of data recording and reproducing. In particular, various efforts have been made to develop media technologies that can maintain excellent recording characteristics of the newly developed data storage media even at low recording speed and can enable the newly developed data storage media to be perfectly compatible with an existing drive or apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium. However, since there are various types of discs (e.g., a DVD-RAM, a DVD-RW, and a DVD-R), information indicating whether each of the various types of discs is recordable and/or reproducible should be specified somewhere on a corresponding disc, together with information on the recording speed of the corresponding disc.

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating why it is necessary to record compatibility information, specifying whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, on each information recording medium. Specifically, Figure 1 illustrates three discs and three drives. Referring to Figure 1, suppose that disc A, which has 1X recording speed and is used in drive A, is a disc of version 1, disc B, which has 1X - 2X recording speed and is used in drive B, is a disc of version 2 developed by adding predetermined functions to the disc of version 1, and disc C, which has 1X - 4X recording speed and is used in drive C, is a disc of version 3 developed by adding other predetermined functions to the disc of version 2. Sometimes, a user having the drive A may have to use a disc of a higher version than the disc A, e.g., the disc B or C. Since the disc B or C supports 1X recording speed, it may be compatible with the drive A theoretically. However, without knowing whether data can be recorded and/or reproduced on and/or from user data areas on discs B or C, it is difficult to record data on or reproduce data from discs B or C.

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a conventional disc. Referring to Figure 2, a lead-in area is disposed along the inner circumference of the conventional disc, a lead-out area is disposed along the outer circumference of the conventional disc, and a user data area, in which user data is recorded, is disposed between the lead-in area and the lead-out area.

The lead-in area includes a pre-recorded zone, on which predetermined data has already been written and from which the predetermined data cannot be erased but can only be reproduced, and a recordable zone, on which data can be written or overwritten and from which data can also be erased.

The pre-recorded zone is a control data area, in which control data is recorded. The control data includes information on the type, version, size, recording speed and recording parameters of the conventional disc.

The recordable zone includes a buffer area, a defect management area (DMA), a test zone, and a conventional disc/conventional drive state information area.

The buffer area serves as a buffer between the pre-recorded zone and the recordable zone.

The DMA stores defect information, such as the addresses of replacement data that respectively replace defective data in the user data area. The DMA also stores a conventional disc definition structure (DDS), which is illustrated in Figure 3. Referring to Figure 3, the DDS includes conventional disc manufacturer authentication information, which is used for authenticating a conventional disc manufacturer, user authentication information, which is used for authenticating a conventional disc user, and a write protection flag, which prevents data from being recorded on a conventional disc.

The test area is tested for determining an optimum recording power for recording data in the user data area.

The conventional disc/conventional drive state information area stores information on the state of the conventional disc or a conventional drive.
According to an aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, and a computer-readable recording medium storing a program enabling the method.

According to another aspect of the present invention, if the write protection flag is set when recording data on the information recording medium, the write protection flag may have priority over the compatibility information so that data can be prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of recording a write protection flag on a disc so that data can be prevented from being recorded on any area on the disc with the exception of a DMA, in which a result of testing a lead-in/lead-out area on the disc with the use of a drive and defect information are recorded. However, the DMA is of great importance because address information of replacement data, replacing defective data in a data area of the disc, is recorded in the DMA. Therefore, there is a need to mark the DMA as recordable and/or reproducible separately from the data area. In addition, it is possible to provide various recording and/or reproducing information areas on the disc by marking each area on the disc as recordable and/or reproducible.

Moreover, if a disc which is based on new disc standards and whose version is yet to be known is installed in a drive or apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium, a user may have difficulty deciding whether to record and/or reproduce data on and/or from the disc because it is difficult to determine whether the disc is recordable and/or reproducible.

According to the present invention there is provided a method as set forth in the appended claims. Preferred features of the invention will be apparent from the dependent claims, and the description which follows.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method for transferring data with respect to an information recording medium made according to a second disc standard, the second disc standard being settled after a first disc standard, characterized by comprising a compatibility information area to store compatibility information, which specifies whether each of a plurality of areas on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, wherein the compatibility information is an information useable by a first drive configured according to the first disc standard such that the first drive, when using said compatibility information, is enabled to record and/or reproduce data according to the first disc standard on/from the information recording medium made according to the second disc standard, the method comprising: reading the compatibility information from the compatibility information area in the information recording medium; and determining that the information recording medium is write protected in a case at least one of the compatibility information indicates that recording data on the information recording medium is prohibited.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information recording medium having new functions and improved performance compared to existing data storage media and still completely compatible with an existing drive or apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium, a method of recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, and a computer-readable recording medium storing a program enabling the method.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether the user data area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the lead-in/lead-out area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the compatibility information area is recordable and/or reproducible, or state information on whether a defect management area (DMA) is recordable and/or reproducible. Here, the DMA stores information of defects that have occurred in the user data area.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether each area on the information recording medium is reproducible or state information on whether each area on the information recording medium is accessible.

According to another aspect of the present invention, if the write protection flag is set when recording data on the information recording medium, the write protection flag may have priority over the compatibility information so that data can be prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, which includes a compatibility information area in which compatibility information, which specifies whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, is recorded.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether the user data area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the lead-in/lead-out area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the compatibility information area is recordable and/or reproducible, or state information on whether a defect management area (DMA) is recordable and/or reproducible. Here, the DMA stores information of defects that have occurred in the user data area.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether each area on the information recording medium is reproducible or state information on whether each area on the information recording medium is accessible.

According to another aspect of the present invention, if the write protection flag is set when recording data on the information recording medium, the write protection flag may have priority over the compatibility information so that data can be prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium.

According to an aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether the user data area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the lead-in/lead-out area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the compatibility information area is recordable and/or reproducible, or state information on whether a defect management area (DMA) is recordable and/or reproducible. Here, the DMA stores information of defects that have occurred in the user data area.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from
the information recording medium may include transmitting an error message, indicating that the information recording medium is not recordable and/or reproducible, to a host, if the compatibility information indicates that the information recording medium is not recordable and/or reproducible.

[0025] According to another aspect of the present invention, the recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from the information recording medium, may include giving priority to the write protection flag over the compatibility information so that data can be prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium, if a write protection flag is set in the information recording medium when recording data on the information recording medium.

[0026] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, which includes a lead-in area, a user data area, and a lead-out area. The apparatus includes: a reading and/or writing unit, which writes and/or reads compatibility information, which specifies whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, in and/or from at least one of the lead-in area or the lead-out area; and a control unit, which controls the reading and/or writing unit to write and/or read data on and/or from the information recording medium with reference to the compatibility information.

[0027] According to another aspect of the present invention, the compatibility information may include at least one of state information on whether the user data area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the lead-in/lead-out area is recordable and/or reproducible, state information on whether the compatibility information area is recordable and/or reproducible, or state information on whether a defect management area (DMA) is recordable and/or reproducible. Here, the DMA stores information of defects that have occurred in the user data area.

[0028] According to another aspect of the present invention, the control unit may transmit an error message, indicating that the information recording medium is not recordable and/or reproducible, to a host, if the compatibility information indicates that the information recording medium is not recordable and/or reproducible.

[0029] According to another aspect of the present invention, the control unit may give priority to the write protection flag over the compatibility information so that data can be prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium, if a write protection flag is set in the information recording medium when recording data on the information recording medium.

[0030] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a computer-readable recording medium, on which a program enabling a method of recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium is recorded. The method includes: reading compatibility information, which specifies whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, from the compatibility information defined in at least one of the lead-in area or the lead-out area; and recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from the information recording medium with reference to the compatibility information.

[0031] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information recording medium, which includes a lead-in area, a user data area, and a lead-out area. Here, at least one of the lead-in area or the lead-out area includes a compatibility information area in which compatibility information, which specifies whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, is recorded, and it is determined whether to record data on the information recording medium with reference to information on a write inhibit hole of a cartridge, in which the information recording medium is contained, a write protection flag recorded in a DMA in the lead-in or lead-out area, and the compatibility information.

[0032] According to another aspect of the present invention, if at least one of the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, or the compatibility information write-protects the information recording medium, data is prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium.

[0033] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, which includes a lead-in area, a user data area, and a lead-out area. The method includes: reading compatibility information, which specifies whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, from at least one of the lead-in area or the lead-out area; and recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from the information recording medium with reference to write inhibit hole information of a cartridge in which the information recording medium is contained, a write protection flag recorded in a DMA in the lead-in or lead-out area, and the compatibility information.

[0034] According to another aspect of the present invention, the recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from the information recording medium, may include determining that data is prevented from being recorded on the information recording medium if at least one of the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the compatibility information write-protects the information recording medium.

[0035] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, which includes a lead-in area, a user data area, and a lead-out area. The apparatus includes: a reading and/or writing unit, which writes and/or reads compatibility information, which specifies whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, in and/or from at least one of the lead-in area or the lead-out area; and a control unit, which controls the reading and/or writing
unit to write and/or read data on and/or from the information recording medium with reference to write inhibit hole
information of a cartridge in which the information recording medium is contained, a write protection flag recorded in a
DMA in the lead-in or lead-out area, and the compatibility information.

[0036] According to another aspect of the present invention, the control unit may determine that data is prevented
from being recorded on the information recording medium if at least one of the write inhibit hole information, the write
protection flag, and the compatibility information write-protects the information recording medium.

[0037] Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will be set forth in part in the description which follows
and, in part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention.

[0038] These and/or other aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent and more
readily appreciated from the following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the attached drawings
of which:

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating the necessity to record on each information recording medium compatibility infor-
mation specifying whether each area on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible;

Figure 2 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a conventional disc;

Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a DDS of Figure 2;

Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a disc according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of compatibility information of Figure 4;

Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating another example of the compatibility information of Figure 4;

Figures 7A through 7C are diagrams illustrating information of Figure 6 specifying whether a defect management
area (DMA) is recordable and/or reproducible (hereinafter referred to as DMA recordability and/or reproducibility
information);

Figure 8 is a table showing whether a drive can record data on a disc according to a write protection flag recorded
in a DDS of the disc and compatibility information specifying whether each area on the disc is recordable and/or
reproducible;

Figure 9 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an
information recording medium, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 10 is a flowchart of a method of recording compatibility information on an information recording medium,
according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 11 is a flowchart of a method of recording data on an information recording medium with reference to com-
patibility information recorded on the information recording medium, according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

Figure 12A is a diagram illustrating the relationship among information (hereinafter referred to as write inhibit hole
information) on a write inhibit hole of a cartridge, a write protection flag recorded in a DDS of a disc, and compatibility
information of the disc;

Figure 12B is a table showing whether a drive can record data on a disc according to write inhibit hole information,
a write protection flag recorded in a DDS of a disc, and compatibility information of the disc; and

Figure 13 is a flowchart of a method of recording data on an information recording medium with reference to com-
patibility information recorded on the information recording medium, according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

[0039] Reference will now be made in detail to the present embodiments of the present invention, examples of which
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The
embodiments are described below in order to explain the present invention by referring to the figures.

[0040] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a disc 100 according to an embodiment of the present invention.
Referring to Figure 4, the disc 100 includes a lead-in area 110, a user data area 120, and a lead-out area 130. The lead-in area 110 includes a pre-recorded zone 111 and a recordable zone 112. The pre-recorded zone 111 is used for storing control data.

The recordable zone 112 includes a compatibility information area 113, a defect management area (DMA) 115, a test area 117, and a disc/drive state information area 118. The DMA 115 includes a disc definition structure (DDS), in which a write protection flag 116 is recorded. The DMA 115, the test area 117, and the disc/drive state information area 118 have already been described above with reference to Figure 2. The disc 110 further includes the compatibility information area 113, compared to the conventional disc of Figure 2.

The compatibility information area 113 includes compatibility information 500. The compatibility information 500 may include one byte or a plurality of bytes. An example of the compatibility information 500, which includes one byte, is illustrated in Figure 5, and another example of the compatibility information 500, which includes a plurality of bytes, is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of the compatibility information 500 of Figure 4. Referring to Figure 5, the compatibility information 500 is formed of one byte, which includes first through eighth bits b0 through b7. The first bit b0 represents information 510 specifying whether the user data area 120 is recordable and/or reproducible (hereinafter referred to as user data area recordability and/or reproducibility information 510). The second bit b1 represents information 520 specifying whether the compatibility information area 113 is recordable and/or reproducible (hereinafter referred to as compatibility information area recordability and/or reproducibility information 520). The third bit b2 represents information 530 specifying whether the lead-in or lead-out area 110 or 130 is recordable and/or reproducible (hereinafter referred to as lead-in/lead-out area recordability and/or reproducibility information 530). The fourth bit b3 represents information 540 specifying whether the DMA 115 is recordable and/or reproducible (hereinafter referred to as DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 540). The fifth through eighth bits b4 through b7 are reserved for storing information specifying whether other areas on the disc 100 are recordable and/or reproducible.

The recordability and reproducibility of each of the user data area 120, the compatibility information area 113, the lead-in or lead-out area 110 or 130, or the DMA 115 are specified in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compatibility Information</th>
<th>b7</th>
<th>b6</th>
<th>b5</th>
<th>b4</th>
<th>b3</th>
<th>b2</th>
<th>b1</th>
<th>b0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Data Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility Information Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead-in/Lead-out Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect Management Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, if a predetermined bit of compatibility information has a value of "0", a predetermined area is only reproducible. If the predetermined bit of the compatibility information has a value of "1", the predetermined area is recordable.

In Table 1, the fifth through eighth bits b4 through b7 are reserved for purposes other than indicating whether each of the user data area 120, the compatibility information area 113, the lead-in or lead-out area 110 or 130, and the DMA 115 is recordable and/or reproducible.

The compatibility information 500 may be recorded in at least one of the lead-in area 110 or the lead-out area 130. For enhancing the reliability of the compatibility information 500, the compatibility information 500 may be recorded in both the lead-in area 110 and the lead-out area 130.

The user data area 120, the compatibility information area 113, the lead-in or lead-out area 110 or 130, and the DMA 115 are examples of areas on the disc 100 whose state information, specifying whether they are recordable and/or reproducible, can be included in the compatibility information 500. Thus, even if areas, other than the user data area 120, are included in the compatibility information 500, the compatibility information 500 may be recorded in at least one of the lead-in area 110 or the lead-out area 130.
area 120, the compatibility information area 113, the lead-in or lead-out area 110 or 130, and the DMA 115, are newly defined on the disc 100 for supporting new functions, the compatibility information 500 may be modified to further include state information specifying whether each of the newly defined areas is recordable and/or reproducible by modifying firmware of a drive, rather than having to modify hardware of the drive. Accordingly, it is possible to ensure a maximum level of compatibility between the disc 100 and an existing drive or apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium.

[0050] If an information recording medium includes more than one layer, it is possible to obtain information of each of the layers, even though a pickup accesses only one of the layers at a time, by recording compatibility information specifying whether each area on each of the layers is recordable and/or reproducible in a lead-in or lead-out area on each of the layers.

[0051] In addition, the compatibility information 500 can provide an existing drive with at least basic information on whether each area on a disc is recordable and/or reproducible, regardless of whether the disc is of a higher version than the existing drive. Thus, the compatibility information 500 should be given priority over other information associated with recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from the disc. However, under any circumstances, a drive should always be prevented from recording data on a disc that supports different recording speeds from those supported by the drive.

[0052] Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating another example of the compatibility information 500 of Figure 4. Referring to Figure 6, compatibility information 600 includes four bytes, which respectively represent user data area recordability and/or reproducibility information 610, compatibility information area recordability and/or reproducibility information 620, lead-in/lead-out area recordability and/or reproducibility information 630, and DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640. Therefore, compatibility information of all areas on the disc 100 can be represented by a plurality of bytes.

[0053] Specifically, the compatibility information 600 includes the user data area recordability and/or reproducibility information 610, the compatibility information area recordability and/or reproducibility information 620, the lead-in/lead-out area recordability and/or reproducibility information 630, and the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640. Each of the user data area recordability and/or reproducibility information 610, the compatibility information area recordability and/or reproducibility information 620, the lead-in/lead-out area recordability and/or reproducibility information 630, and the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 is one byte long and thus can further contain information, other than a corresponding area’s state information specifying whether the corresponding area is recordable and/or reproducible.

[0054] Figures 7A through 7C are diagrams illustrating the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640. Referring to Figures 7A through 7C, the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 includes one byte and contains state information specifying whether the DMA 115 is reproducible, whether the DMA 115 is recordable, and whether the DMA 115 is accessible.

[0055] Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 7A, if a first bit b0 of the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 has a value of 1, and second through eighth bits b1 through b7 of the section 641 all have a value of 0, then the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 indicates that the DMA 115 is recordable.

[0056] As illustrated in Figure 7B, if the second bit b1 of the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 has a value of 1, and the rest of the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 have a value of 0, then the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 indicates that the DMA 115 is reproducible.

[0057] As illustrated in Figure 7C, if the third bit b2 of the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 has a value of 1, and the rest of the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 have a value of 0, then the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 indicates that the DMA 115 is recordable.

[0058] Like the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 of Figures 7A through 7C, the user data area recordability and/or reproducibility information 610, the compatibility information area recordability and/or reproducibility information 620, and the lead-in/lead-out area recordability and/or reproducibility information 630 may contain state information specifying whether their respective areas are reproducible, whether their respective areas are recordable, or whether their respective areas are accessible. In addition, the DMA recordability and/or reproducibility information 640 of Figures 7A through 7C can further include state information, other than those illustrated in Figures 7A through 7C.

[0059] Figure 8 is a table showing whether a drive can record data on a disc according to a write protection flag recorded in a DDS of the disc and compatibility information specifying whether each area on the disc is recordable and/or reproducible. Referring to Figure 8, once a write protection flag is set in the DDS of the disc, it is given priority over the compatibility information. Thus, even if a predetermined bit of the compatibility information indicates that a predetermined area is recordable, data is automatically prevented from being recorded in the predetermined area. Therefore, even when a user accidentally makes the compatibility information contradict the write protection flag, data can be prevented from being recorded in the predetermined area, thus guaranteeing safe use of disc storage.

[0060] Referring to Figure 8, if the write protection flag is set in the DDS to have a value of "0", then data can be recorded in the compatibility information area. If the predetermined value of the compatibility information is set to a value of "0", data can be recorded in the predetermined area. Obviously, the write protection flag and the predetermined bit of the compatibility information may be set to a value of "1", other than a value of "0", to indicate that data can be recorded
in the predetermined area.

[0061] Referring to Figure 8, if the write protection flag and the predetermined bit of the compatibility information are all set to a value of "0", it is determined that a drive can perform a record operation on the predetermined area. Otherwise, it is determined that the drive cannot perform a record operation on the predetermined area. In other words, only if the write protection flag is set to a value of "0", and the predetermined bit of the compatibility information specifies that the predetermined area is recordable, then it is determined that the drive can perform a record operation on the predetermined area. However, if the write protection flag is set to a value of "1", or the predetermined bit of the compatibility information specifies that the predetermined area is not recordable, and then data is prevented from being recorded in the predetermined area.

[0062] Figure 9 is a schematic block diagram of an apparatus for recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Figure 9, the apparatus includes a reading and/or writing unit 2 and a control unit 1.

[0063] The reading and/or writing unit 2 includes a pickup and records and/or reproduces data on and/or from a disc 100, which is an example of the information recording medium according to the present invention, using the pickup.

[0064] The control unit 1 controls the operation of the reading and/or writing unit 2 based on a predetermined file system. In particular, the control unit 1 controls the reading and/or writing unit 2 to record compatibility information in a lead-in area or lead-out area of the disc 100, which will be described more fully later.

[0065] The control unit 1 includes a system controller 10, a host interface 20, a digital signal processor 30, a radio-frequency (RF) amplifier 40, a servo 50, and a memory 60.

[0066] When the disc 100 is loaded in the reading and/or writing unit 2, the system controller 10 of the control unit 1 controls the reading and/or writing unit 2 to read the compatibility information from a compatibility information area, which is defined in the lead-in area or lead-out area of the disc 100. Thereafter, the system controller 10 stores the compatibility information in the memory 60. In addition, the system controller 10 also controls the reading and/or writing unit 2 to read a write protection flag from a DDS, which is defined in a DMA of the disc 100, and then stores the write protection flag.

[0067] In the case of recording data in a predetermined area on the disc 100, the host interface 20 receives a write command from a host and transmits the received write command to the system controller 10. The system controller 10 determines whether the predetermined area on the disc 100 is recordable, based on the compatibility information and the write protection flag or based on the compatibility information, the write protection flag, and write inhibit hole information of a cartridge. Here, the write inhibit hole information will be described more fully later with reference to Figure 12B.

[0068] If at least one of the compatibility information and the write protection flag specifies that the predetermined area is not recordable, the system controller 10 transmits an error message, indicating that data cannot be recorded in the predetermined area, to the host via the host interface 20. However, if both the compatibility information and the write protection flag indicate that the predetermined area is recordable, the system controller 10 controls the digital signal processor 30 and the servo 50 to prepare themselves to execute the write command received from the host via the host interface. The digital signal processor 30 receives data to be recorded from the host interface 20, adds additional data, such as parity, to the data to be recorded, and performs error correction code (ECC) encoding on the addition results, thereby generating an ECC block. Thereafter, the digital signal processor 30 modulates the ECC block in a predetermined manner. Then, the RF amplifier 40 converts data output from the digital signal processor 30 into an RF signal. The reading and/or writing unit 2 receives the RF signal from the RF amplifier 40 and records the received RF signal on the disc 100. The servo 50 receives a servo control command from the system controller 10 and servo-controls the pickup of the reading and/or writing unit 2 by executing the received servo control command.

[0069] When reproducing data from the predetermined area on the disc 100, the host interface 20 receives a read command from the host. The system controller 10 performs an initialization operation. In the case of reproducing data from the predetermined area, like in the case of recording data in the predetermined area, the system controller 10 references the compatibility information stored in the memory 60. Thereafter, the system controller 10 determines whether the predetermined area is reproducible based on the compatibility information. If the predetermined area is reproducible, the system controller 10 controls the reading and/or writing unit 2 to read data from the predetermined area. The reading and/or writing unit 2 applies a laser beam to the disc 100, receives a laser beam reflected from the surface of the disc 100, converts the received laser beam into an optical signal, and outputs the optical signal to the RF amplifier 40. The RF amplifier 40 converts the optical signal into an RF signal, obtains modulated data from the RF signal, and provides the digital signal processor 30 with the modulated data. In addition, the RF amplifier 40 also obtains a servo signal from the RF signal and provides the servo 50 with the servo signal. The digital signal processor 30 demodulates the modulated data, performs ECC decoding on the demodulated data, and outputs the ECC-decoded data. The servo 50 receives the servo signal from the RF amplifier 40 and receives a servo control command from the system controller 10. Thereafter, the servo 50 servo-controls the pickup of the reading and/or writing unit 2 based on the servo signal and the servo control command. The host interface 20 transmits the ECC-decoded data received from the digital signal processor 30 to the host.

[0070] However, if the predetermined area is not reproducible, the system controller 10 transmits an error message, indicating that the predetermined area is not reproducible, to the host via the host interface 20.
[0071] The apparatus of Figure 9, into which an apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium and an apparatus for reproducing data from an information recording medium are integrated, can be divided into two separate apparatuses, i.e., an apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium and an apparatus for reproducing data from an information recording medium.

[0072] Figure 10 is a flowchart of a method of recording compatibility information on an information recording medium, according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Figure 10, in operation 11, a user generates compatibility information, using a host interface provided by a host, by determining whether each area on a disc should be designated as recordable and/or reproducible. For example, the user may determine whether a user data area, a lead-in or lead-out area, a DMA, and a compatibility information area should be designated as recordable and/or reproducible.

In addition, if the disc is yet to be used, the user can generate compatibility information and then record the compatibility information on the disc. If compatibility information has already been recorded on the disc, the user can modify the compatibility information later on.

[0073] In operation 12, the host transmits the compatibility information generated by the user to a drive system.

[0074] In operation 13, a system controller of the drive system controls the compatibility information to be recorded in a compatibility information area on the disc. For example, the system controller may control the compatibility information to be recorded in a recordable portion of the lead-in area.

[0075] Figure 11 is a flowchart of a method of recording data on an information recording medium with reference to compatibility information recorded on the information recording medium, according to an embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Figure 11, in operation 21, a disc is loaded in a drive system.

[0076] In operation 22, a system controller of the drive system reads a write protection flag from a DDS of a DMA on the disc.

[0077] In operation 23, the system controller determines whether the write protection flag is set. If the write protection flag is set, the method proceeds to operation 28 because, when set, the write protection flag prevents data from being recorded in a user data area on the disc.

[0078] In operation 24, if the write protection flag is yet to be set, the system controller reads compatibility information from a compatibility information area defined in a lead-in or lead-out area of the disc and stores the compatibility information in a memory.

[0079] In operation 25, if the drive system receives a write command from a host, the system controller references the compatibility information stored in the memory 60.

[0080] In operation 26, the system controller determines whether it can execute the write command on the user data area, based on the compatibility information. In other words, the system controller determines whether data can be recorded in the user data area based on the compatibility information.

[0081] In operation 27, if the system controller determines that it can execute the write command on the user data area, based on the compatibility information, the system controller performs a record operation on the user data area. In other words, if the compatibility information indicates that the user data area is recordable, the system controller controls a reading and/or writing unit of the drive system to record data in the user data area.

[0082] However, if the user data area is not recordable, the system controller transmits an error message, indicating that the user data area is not recordable, to the host in operation 28. In other words, in operation 28, if the compatibility information indicates that the user data area is not recordable, the system controller 10 transmits the error message to the host.

[0083] A method of determining whether data can be recorded on a disc based on a write protection flag of a DDS of the disc, compatibility information recorded in a compatibility information area of the disc, and write inhibit hole information of a cartridge of the disc will now be described more fully with reference to Figures 12A through 13.

[0084] Figure 12A is a diagram illustrating the relationship among information on a write inhibit hole of a cartridge (hereinafter referred to as write inhibit hole information), a write protection flag recorded in a DDS of a disc, and compatibility information of the disc. Referring to Figure 12A, an OR operation is performed on the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag recorded in the DDS of the disc, and the compatibility information of the disc, and then it is determined whether data is prevented from being recorded on the disc based on the OR operation results.

[0085] The write inhibit hole is formed in the cartridge which protects a disc loaded therein. If the write inhibit hole is open, the disc is write-protected so that data cannot be recorded thereon. If the write inhibit hole is closed, data can be recorded on the disc. In other words, the write inhibit hole information specifies whether the write inhibit hole is open or closed. A user can open or shut the write inhibit hole. Therefore, if the user desires to prevent data from being recorded on the disc, he/she can open the write inhibit hole. Then, when the disc is loaded in a drive system, the drive system cannot record data on the disc. If the user desires the disc to be recordable, he/she can shut the write inhibit hole. Then, when the disc is loaded in the drive system, the drive system can record data on the disc.

[0086] As described above, the write protection flag of the DDS of the disc also specifies whether the disc is write-protected.

[0087] In one aspect of the present invention, if at least one of the write inhibit hole information, the write protection
flag recorded in the DDS of the disc, or the compatibility information of the disc indicates that the disc is write-protected, data is prevented from being recorded on the disc. However, the write inhibit hole of the cartridge and the write protection flag recorded in the DDS of the disc are all used for preventing data from being recorded on the entire disc. Thus, if either the write inhibit hole information or the write protection flag indicates that the disc is write-protected, data is prevented from being recorded on the entire disc, regardless of the compatibility information. However, if both the write inhibit hole information and the write protection flag allow data to be recorded on the disc, then it is determined whether to record data on each area on the disc, based on corresponding compatibility information.

Therefore, as long as the write inhibit hole information or the write protection flag is set so that the entire disc can be write-protected, data is prevented from being recorded on any area on the disc, regardless of whether the compatibility information designates a corresponding area on the disc as recordable. Therefore, even when a user accidentally makes the write protection flag, the write inhibit hole information, and the compatibility information contradict one another, data can be prevented from being recorded on the disc.

Figure 12B is a table showing whether a drive can record data on a disc according to write inhibit hole information, a write protection flag recorded in a DDS of a disc, and compatibility information of the disc. Referring to Figure 12B, if the write inhibit hole information has a value of "0", a write inhibit hole of a cartridge is closed and the disc is yet to be write-protected. If the write protection flag has a value of "0", a write protection flag is yet to be set so that data still can be recorded on the disc. If a predetermined bit of the compatibility information has a value of "0", a predetermined area on the disc is recordable. Obviously, the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the predetermined bit of the compatibility information may have a value of "1" to indicate that data still can be recorded on the disc or in the predetermined area on the disc.

Referring to Figure 12B, it is determined whether the disc is recordable based on a result of performing an OR operation on the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the compatibility information. Thus, only if the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the compatibility information are all set to a value of "0", the disc is considered recordable so a drive can record data on the disc. Otherwise, the disc is considered not recordable.

In other words, data can be recorded in the predetermined area of the disc only when the write inhibit hole information and the write protection flag are all set to a value of "0", and the compatibility information also designates the predetermined area as recordable. Obviously, although the write inhibit hole information and the write protection flag are all set to a value of "0", data cannot be recorded in the predetermined area on the disc unless the compatibility information designates the predetermined area as not recordable. In addition, if either the write inhibit hole information or the write protection flag is set to a value of "1", data is prevented from being recorded on the entire disc, regardless of the compatibility information.

Figure 13 is a flowchart of a method of recording data on an information recording medium with reference to compatibility information recorded on the information recording medium, according to another embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Figure 13, in operation 31, when a disc is loaded in a drive system, the drive system determines whether the disc is contained in a cartridge. If the disc is contained in a cartridge, the method proceeds to operation 33.

In operation 32, if the disc includes a cartridge, the drive system determines whether a write inhibit hole formed at the cartridge is open or closed.

If the write inhibit hole is open, the method proceeds to operation 39, because when open, the write inhibit hole serves to write-protect the disc. In operation 39, a system controller of the drive system transmits an error message to a host.

However, if the write inhibit hole is closed, the method proceeds to operation 33 because when closed, the write inhibit hole allows data to be recorded on the disc. In operation 33, the system controller reads a write protection flag from a DDS in a DMA of the disc.

In operation 34, the system controller determines whether the write protection flag is set. If the write protection flag is set so that data is prevented from being recorded on the disc, the method proceeds to operation 39. In operation 39, the system controller transmits an error message to the host, and then the method is complete.

In operation 35, if the write protection flag is yet to be set so that data still can be recorded on the disc, the system controller reads compatibility information from a compatibility information defined in a lead-in or lead-out area of the disc and stores the compatibility information in a memory.

In operation 36, when the drive system receives a write command from the host, the system controller references the compatibility information stored in the memory.

In operation 37, the system controller determines whether it can execute the write command on the disc based on the compatibility information. For example, when the drive system receives a command to record data in a user data area of the disc from the host, the system controller determines whether data can be recorded in the user data area based on the compatibility information.

In operation 38, if the disc turns out to be recordable, the system controller records data on the disc. In other words, if the compatibility information designates the user data area as recordable, the system controller controls a reading and/or writing unit of the drive system to record data in the user data area.
[0100] In operation 39, if the disc turns out to be not recordable, the system controller transmits an error message to the host. In other words, if the compatibility information designates the user data area as reproducible only, the system controller transmits an error message, indicating that the user data area is not recordable, to the host.

[0101] The write command is illustrated in Figure 13 as being received by the drive system in operation 36. However, the write command cannot be received by the drive system in any operation. In addition, the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the compatibility information are illustrated in Figure 13 as being sequentially checked. However, since the order in which the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the compatibility information are checked is not important, they can be checked in various orders. What is important in the present invention is a result of performing an OR operation on the write inhibit hole information, the write protection flag, and the compatibility information.

[0102] The method of recording and/or reproducing data on and/or from an information recording medium, according to the present invention, may be configured as computer readable codes on a computer readable recording medium. The computer readable recording medium is any data storage device that can store data which can be thereafter read by a computer system. Examples of the computer readable recording medium include read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy disks, optical data storage devices, and carrier waves (such as data transmission through the Internet). The computer readable recording medium can also be distributed over network coupled computer systems so that the computer readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. Also, functional programs, codes, and code segments for configuring the processing methods can be easily constructed by programmers skilled in the art to which the present invention pertains.

[0103] As described above, the information recording medium according to the present invention can be completely compatible with an information recording medium, a drive, or an apparatus for recording data on an information recording medium based on a different standard from its own. Therefore, even though an information recording medium is loaded in a drive that is of a lower version than the information recording medium, the drive can smoothly record and/or reproduce data on and/or from the information recording medium with reference to compatibility information read from the information recording medium.

[0104] Although a few preferred embodiments have been shown and described, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications might be made without departing from the scope of the invention, as defined in the appended claims.

[0105] Attention is directed to all papers and documents which are filed concurrently with or previous to this specification in connection with this application and which are open to public inspection with this specification, and the contents of all such papers and documents are incorporated herein by reference.

[0106] All of the features disclosed in this specification (including any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings), and/or all of the steps of any method or process so disclosed, may be combined in any combination, except combinations where at least some of such features and/or steps are mutually exclusive.

[0107] Each feature disclosed in this specification (including any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings) may be replaced by alternative features serving the same, equivalent or similar purpose, unless expressly stated otherwise. Thus, unless expressly stated otherwise, each feature disclosed is one example only of a generic series of equivalent or similar features.

[0108] The invention is not restricted to the details of the foregoing embodiment(s). The invention extends to any novel one, or any novel combination, of the features disclosed in this specification (including any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings), or to any novel one, or any novel combination, of the steps of any method or process so disclosed.

Claims

1. A method for transferring data with respect to an information recording medium made according to a second disc standard, the second disc standard being settled after a first disc standard, characterized by comprising a compatibility information area (113) to store compatibility information, which specifies whether each of a plurality of areas on the information recording medium is recordable and/or reproducible, wherein the compatibility information is an information useable by a first drive configured according to the first disc standard such that the first drive, when using said compatibility information, is enabled to record and/or reproduce data according to the first disc standard on/from the information recording medium made according to the second disc standard, the method comprising:

   reading the compatibility information from the compatibility information area in the information recording medium; and

   determining that the information recording medium is write protected in a case at least one of write protection information on a cartridge in which the information recording medium is contained and the read compatibility information indicates that recording data on the information recording medium is prohibited.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the compatibility information comprises information for distinguishing between a user data area and a system area in the information recording medium.
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